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ABSTRACT
The quality of machine translation is an important part in machine language competence. Currently, there are still many differences between machine translation and human translation. The quality of machine translation still could not reach the quality of human translation. We take a Chinese literary text, Mo Yan’s Red Sorghum, as the material to translate, and used LIWC2015 to analyze the differences between machine and human translation. Also, we make a linguistic attribution analysis to find out the reasons behind the errors machines make. For the engines of machine translation, we choose Baidu, Youdao and Google as machine translate engines. By analyzing the results from LIWC2015 and error analysis, we find that compared to human translators, machine translate engines tend to use simpler words and often fail to recognize discoursal connection; the errors machine translate engines make are usually caused by long sentences, Chinese names, encyclopedic knowledge, unique expressions and constructions in Chinese and literary expression.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Machine language competence is the competence of machine to process language intelligently [1]. Machine translation is one of the techniques that require high machine language competence. However, there are limitations of machine translation: the quality of translation output is lower than human translation, and they make mistakes. As neurolinguistics thrived in academia [2], it is claimed that enabling the machines to imitate the way human brain process language might be a good way to improve machine language competence, and therefore improve the quality of machine translation [1]. Before doing so, knowing current limitations of machine translate is important. Current studies have shown many examples of analyzing errors in machine translation [3-6] and how to evaluate their qualities [7,8]. However, only few has considered the issue from the perspective of machine language competence.

In this study, we use the software LIWC2015 that includes approximately 90 output variables to analyze and compare the translation results from three translate engines, Baidu, Youdao, Google and human translation. We have chosen the variables of word count, words > 6 letters, dictionary words, and pronoun [9]. Then, we categorize the errors in machine translation by using linguistic attribution analysis. Finally, we replicated the errors in this way, we could explore the reason why they make such errors.

The text we chose to translate is from the Red Sorghum, a novel by Mo Yan, a Chinese Nobel Prize winner. The narrator tells the story of his family’s struggles during a war. The reason why we choose a novel is that recent work shows that machine translate engines could handle illustrative text well [10], so in order to find limitations of them, we chose a text that is a literary narrative. Also, since Mo Yan has won the Nobel Prize, he is internationally well-known. Thus, the quality of human translation is guaranteed.

2. DIFFERENCES BETWEEN MACHINE TRANSLATION AND HUMAN TRANSLATION

In this study we used the LIWC2015 to analyze the text translated by machines and compared them with the results of human translation. Among about 90 output variables provided by LIWC2015, we chose word count, words > 6 letters, dictionary words, total pronoun, 1st person singular, 1st person plural, 3rd person plural and articles. The results of these variables showed significant
difference between machine and human translation. Except for word count, all of the data of the variables indicate the percentage of the words included in the variables in the text. Here are the results:

**Figure 1** word count

**Figure 2** proportion of words > 6 letters

**Figure 3** proportion of dictionary words

**Figure 4** proportion of total pronoun

**Figure 5** proportion of 1st person singular

**Figure 6** proportion of 1st person plural
From the results of the variables words > 6 letters and dictionary words, it is reasonable to infer that machine translation tends to use simpler words than human translation. Words that include more than six letters usually are not common words that is widely used in daily life. Also, in the results of dictionary words, machine translation tends to use more dictionary words. This indicates that compared to human translation, machine translation uses less words that are not in the dictionary of LIWC2015. Thus, with the results of words > 6 letters and dictionary words, we find that even though machine translate engines would not have limited word bank compared to human translators, machine translate engines would choose simpler words.

The reason behind this phenomenon might be complex. The first possible reason might be that machines have trouble interpreting the original text. They might not interpret the meaning of the original word comprehensively, and thus would choose a word that machines believe would convey the same meaning: a simpler word. In short, machines interpret the original text as a simple meaning, so the text they come out with have simpler words. This also explains why the word count in machine translation is more than human translation. Machines do not understand the complex meaning, and so would just express in a simpler way, resulting in a shorter text.

Another possible reason for this might be that the machine translate engines are designed to output simpler words. If machine translate engines output results that include many complex words, users might be confused and would not interpret the original text, which is opposed to their purpose of using machine translate engines.

From the results of the pronoun and article, we could infer that machine sometimes fail to recognize connections in the text, that is, they could not interpret discoursal meaning. The main purpose of using pronouns and articles is to mention the object that is already mentioned in previous texts. Thus, a difference in the use of pronouns and articles between machine and human indicates that machine have trouble connecting previous texts when translating. Here is an example of different pronoun and article:

Original text: [我的]父亲五岁时……
Human: At the age of five, he [my father] …
Baidu: When his father was five…
Youdao: When my father was five years old…
Google: When the father is five years old…

From this example, we could see that only human translation used the word “he”, while all of the three machines translate 父亲 (which means father in English) in “(an adjectival possessive pronoun / an article) father”. It is reasonable for human translator to use the word “he” because preceding sentences has already mentioned this character. However, the machine translations instead chose to include the word “father”. The reason behind this is that the machines do not notice the relation in the text, but only translate sentence by sentence, neglecting the perspective of seeing the discourse as a whole. Also, in this example, only Google translate used an article in front of the word father. Youdao put “my” in front of “father”, and Baidu put “his” in front of “father”, which is incorrect. From the context in the original text, we could see the word 父亲 refers to my father. However, Baidu translate did not interpret it correctly. This indicates that Baidu failed to recognize the connection between this sentence and the preceding text.

3. ANALYSIS

3.1 Long Sentences

Long sentences are prominent in Chinese language. In English, clauses or phrases in a sentence are coordinated with or subordinated to one another syntactically while in Chinese they are placed one after another without coordinating connectives. That makes translating a long
sentence difficult. Different “parts” of a sentence are diffusely connected to each other, so when translated into English, there will be omissions in terms of prepositions and other small particles. Here are two examples:

Original text: 他跟着后来名满天下的传奇英雄余占鳌司令的队伍去胶平公路伏击日本人的汽车队。

Human translation: My father was joining the forces of Commander Yu Zhan’ao, a man destined to become a legendary hero, to ambush a Japanese convoy on the Jiao-Ping highway.

Baidu: He followed the legendary hero commander Yu Zhan’ao’s team to ambush the Japanese motorcade.

Youdao: He followed the later world-famous commander Yu Zhan’ao’s team to Jiaoping road ambush the Japanese motorcade.

Google: He followed the team of Commander Yu Zhan’ao, who became famous all over the world, to ambush the Japanese car team.

In this example, one part that is omitted is the word 后来, which means “eventually” here. Also, the machine translations have minor grammar errors here and there. The reason why the machines make this kind of error is that when confronting long sentences, machines have difficulties in analyzing the structure because there are too many elements in the sentence.

When we replicated the error, we shortened the original sentence above to see what makes the sentence too long to translate.

Revised original text 1: 他跟着后来名满天下的传奇英雄余占鳌司令的队伍去胶平公路伏击日本人的汽车队。

Human: My father was joining the forces of Commander Yu Zhan’ao, a man destined to become a legendary hero, to ambush a Japanese convoy.

Baidu: He followed the later world-famous Commander Yu Zhan’ao’s team to ambush a Japanese motorcade.

Youdao: He followed the later world-famous commander Yu Zhan’ao’s team to Jiaoping road ambush the Japanese motorcade.

Google: He followed the team of Commander Yu Zhan’ao, who became famous all over the world, to ambush the Japanese car team.

In revised version 1, we deleted the phrase 去胶平公路 (on the Jiao-Ping highway). However, only Google translated the sentence correctly. Baidu and Youdao still omitted the phrase 后来名满天下的 (destined to be famous all over the world). In revised version 2, we deleted the phrase 传奇英雄 (legendary hero). This time, all of the three translate engines translate the sentence correctly. Through replicating the error, it could be inferred that the reason why machines would make errors when confronting long sentences is that the structure of sentence is too complex. In the case above, there are too many attributives in front of 余占鳌司令, thus the machines would be confused, resulting in omitting some of the attributives.

3.2 Unique Expression in Chinese

We also found that machines have trouble translating unique expressions in Chinese, which include slang, idiom, and dialect. Here is an example:

Original text: 父老乡亲

Human: the people of my father’s generation
Baidu: my parents and villagers
Youdao: the people of my father’s generation
Google: my fathers and villagers

In the first example, 父老乡亲 is an idiom. Both Baidu and Google translate the word directly, ignoring the actual meaning of the word: 父老 could be directly translated to my parents or my parents, and 乡亲 could be directly translated to villagers. In the second example, 老伙计 (foreman) is a slang. However, the three machines fail to recognize this but instead translated it
literally. 老 could be translated to old, and 伙计 could be translated to man or friend.

From above, we could infer that machine translate engines have trouble translating unique Chinese expressions. The reason might be that they do not have the word in their dictionaries. When they confront this kind of words, they would divide the word into parts and translate directly part by part.

3.3 Construction

Chinese language is vivid and often uses symbolic or figurative expressions to get to the point. In the source text, such constructions are prominent. A direct translation of these expressions will get the wrong meaning that the author meant to express. However, machine translations often translate things bluntly, so this kind of mistake is frequent. Here are some examples:

Original text: 一老一小
Human: the two of them, one old and one young
Baidu: as soon as I was old and small
Youdao: one old and one small
Google: An old one is a small light

一老一小 has the construction of 一 A 一 B, where A and B each represents a single Chinese character. If they combine together, an idiom of some kind is formed. You cannot take out the single characters and translate them separately and directly, like in the machine translations. Here, the character 一 loses its literal meaning of the number “one”. Instead, the word should be taken as a whole and translate into “two people, one of them old and the other young”.

Original text: 羊粪稀稀拉拉像震落的黑豆
Human: scattered goat pellets like little black beans
Baidu: Sheep dung is as thin as black beans
Youdao: Sheep droppings scattered like black beans
Google: The sheep dung is sparsely like black beans shaking down

The word 稀稀拉拉 could be categorized as the construction of AABB. This kind of construction is unlike ABAC: it cannot be divided. Instead, this kind of word can only be interpreted as a whole. In 稀稀拉拉’s case, both 稀稀 and 拉拉 have no real meaning. However, the machines translate this word in that way, so it becomes “dilute lala” which makes no sense. The actual translation should be “scattered”.

In order to find the reason why machines could not translate words that have certain constructions, we tried to replicate the error.

First we put the word 稀稀拉拉 in another sentence:
Original text: 人们稀稀拉拉地跟着她走出去。
Human: People followed her out in a sparse way.
Baidu: People followed her out in a sparse way.
Youdao: The people followed her thinly.
Google: People followed her out sparsely

We could see that all of the three translate engines translate the sentence correctly. However, there is a major difference between the sentence we created and the sentence from Red Sorghum. In the sentence we created, there is a 地 after the word 稀稀拉拉, which indicates that 稀稀拉拉 here is an adverbial. Thus, the reason why the machines could not translate the sentence from Red Sorghum correctly is that there are no indicators to indicate the function of the word. Thus, we add a 的 after 稀稀拉拉 in the original sentence to indicate 稀稀拉拉 is an attributive:

Revised original text: 羊粪稀稀拉拉的像震落的黑豆

Human: scattered goat pellets like little black beans
Baidu: Sheep dung is as thin as black beans
Youdao: Sheep droppings scattered like black beans
Google: The sheep dung is sparsely like black beans shaking down

This time, all of the translate engines translate correctly. Therefore, we could conclude that the reason why machines fail to translate words with certain constructions is that these words do not have fixed function in the sentence. Only when the original text have a functional word like 的 and 地, they could translate correctly.

3.4 Literary Expression

From the results of machine translation, we also find some errors caused by the literary expressions in the original text. Here are two examples:

Original text: 一队队暗红色的人在高粱棵子里穿梭，几十年如一日。
Human: Over decades that seem but a moment in time, lines of scarlet figures shuttled among the sorghum stalks to weave a vast human tapestry.
Baidu: Teams of dark red people have been shuttling through the sorghum trees for decades.
Youdao: Teams of dark red people in the sorghum in the back and forth nets, as a day for decades.
Google: Teams of dark red people shuttled through the sorghum trees to pull the net, like a day for decades.

Original text: 高梁高密辉煌，高粱凄婉可人，高粱爱情激荡。

Human: Tall and dense, it reeked of glory; cold and graceful, it promised enchantment; passionate and loving, it was tumultuous.

Baidu: Sorghum Gaomi is brilliant, sorghum is sad and pleasant, and sorghum love is exciting.

Youdao: Sorghum Gaomi brilliant, sorghum wan but people, sorghum love agitate.

Google: Sorghum high density is brilliant, sorghum is sad and pleasant, and sorghum love is surging.

In the first example, the phrase “暗红色的人” is translated to “dark red people” by all of the three translate engines, while the phrase is translated to “scarlet figures” by human translator. Dark red figure is a direct translation which is not necessarily wrong. However, compared to “scarlet figures”, it fails to convey the original meaning of “暗红色的人” This is because the character “人” in Chinese could be translated to both “people” and “figure”. However, in the original text, “人” conveys a more abstract meaning, thus the word “figure” would be more appropriate. The reason why machines make this mistake is that the original phrase “暗红色的人” is not commonly used in daily life. In other words, it is a temporary combination of words in a literary context.

In the second example, there are two major errors we want to discuss here. The first one is about the word “高密”. In human translation, this word is translated into “tall and dense”. However, in Baidu and Youdao, it is transliterated into Gaomi. The word 高密 is not a word in dictionary. Instead, it is a word that is combined with two characters 高 and 密. The two characters mean “tall” and “dense” respectively. The author combined these two characters for the sake of literary effect and rhythm, just like the 高粱 (tall and dense) and 凄婉可人 (cold and graceful). Human translator translated the word into “fading light”. Baidu and Google both translated the word into “afterglow”, which is acceptable. However, Youdao omitted the word and just translate the phrase “苍凉残照” (desolate fading light) into desolation, which is not acceptable.

By replicating the error, we found that it is difficult for machines to translate temporary usage of words in literary context. The reason might be machines are not flexible when confronting new combinations of words. When they confront this kind combination, they sometimes transliterate it or omit it.

4. CONCLUSION

Machine translation is an important field that requires machine language competence. In this study, we find that comparing to human translator, machine translate engines tend to use simpler words and have trouble noticing discoursal connections. We attribute the errors they make into four reasons: long sentences, unique expressions in Chinese, construction and literary expressions. We could see that there is still limitation in machine translation engines especially when they are translating literary texts. Still, the machine language competences between three translate engines are different. Google translate does
better when translating long sentences and literary expressions, which indicates that its competence of processing sentence structure is higher; Youdao translate does better when translating unique expressions in Chinese, which might be attribute to its Chinese-Internet-based data base.

Machine language competence in machine translate engines needs to be improved. The most effective way might be changing their inner structure: to enable machine translation to reach the quality of human translation, they must process language they way human brain process language.
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